
Rebekah's Twice-Baked Potatoes
Ingredients:

3 medium russet potatoes

2 Tbsp. of olive oil (or a little bacon grease, for the true Southern 
experience)

a few dashes of kosher salt

4 Tbsp. butter (half a stick), cut into a bunch of smaller pats

3 oz.+ whipped cream cheese spread (buy an 8-oz. container)

1/4 c.+ heavy whipping cream (buy a half pint)

salt and pepper

1 1/2 c.  grated cheddar cheese

a dash of cayenne pepper

Directions:

Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.  Thoroughly scrub and dry the 
potatoes.  Poke a bunch of holes in each with a fork.  Rub olive oil or 
bacon grease into the skins, coating them thoroughly.  Place the 
potatoes on a baking sheet and sprinkle with kosher salt.  Bake 45 
minutes to an hour or more, until they give a little when handled 
with a potholder or they're tender when pierced with a fork (it'll 
depend on the size of your potatoes).  Remove the potatoes from the 
oven and let them cool enough to handle (or just proceed, holding 
them in a towel or something).  Reduce the heat to 350 degrees.

Cut the potatoes in half lengthwise and carefully scoop out the insides 
with a spoon and transfer the insides to a mixing bowl.  Be careful to 



leave a little potato flesh on the skins so that the potato skin stays up 
like a canoe.  (If you dig too much out from the side walls, the 
papery skins will tear or collapse inwards and it'll be harder to fill.)

Add the butter and the whipped cream cheese to the baked potato 
and beat in a mixer until smooth.  (If you don't have a mixer, you 
could use a potato smasher.)  Beat in the cream and some salt and 
pepper.  Taste it.  Here's where I usually add more whipped cream 
cheese and more cream because, you know, what the heck.  Some 
people also throw in pieces of bacon, green onions, and some grated 
cheddar at this point.

Mound the baked potato mixture into the potato skins you hollowed 
out.  It's okay if the filling rises above the brim of the skin.  Sprinkle 
some of the grated cheddar cheese on top of each and then sprinkle 
with a dash of cayenne if you want.  Place the potatoes back on the 
baking sheet and return them to the oven until they're heated 
through and the cheese is melted.  Serve.
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